• Two deformation patterns were observed, deforming cell walls noninclined (Mode I) and inclined (Mode II) respectively.
H I G H L I G H T S
• Two deformation patterns were observed, deforming cell walls noninclined (Mode I) and inclined (Mode II) respectively.
• For the first time, normal and shear forces of honeycombs deforming in Mode II were measured directly.
• The shear force behavior was different for the two deformation patterns, with a negative value for Mode II.
• Initial yield surface of honeycombs takes the form of an ellipse envelop in the stress space.
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Introduction
Honeycombs are one type of typical bio-inspired multi-cell structures [1] , which have been widely employed in aerospace, transportation and packaging industries due to their outstanding performance in crashworthiness and energy absorption. The honeycomb can be regarded as an orthotropic material because of its cellular micro- 
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Materials and Design j o u r n a l h o m e p a g e : w w w . e l s e v i e r . c o m / l o c a t e / m a t d e s structure [2] . It has three orthotropic directions, one out-of-plane direction (named as T) and two in-plane directions (named as L and W, where L is the ribbon direction and W is the width direction), as shown in Fig. 1 . Different deformation patterns cause disparate crashworthiness and energy absorption capacity for the same honeycomb under different loading conditions. Generally, honeycombs are designed to carry quasi-static or dynamic loadings with respect to the out-ofplane direction because it is much stiffer and stronger in this direction than in the in-plane directions [3, 4] . Crushing behaviors of honeycombs under uniaxial loading have been extensively investigated analytically, experimentally and numerically for both in-plane and out-of-plane directions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . For example, Gibson and Ashby [2] , Zhang and Ashby [3] , and Wierzbicki [5] systemically studied the mechanical behavior and deformation mechanism of several types of honeycombs crushed in both the in-plane and out-ofplane directions. The authors derived formulas of plateau stresses of honeycombs. Hu et al. [6] established an analytical model based on the collapse mechanisms of cell walls to deduce the crushing strength of the hexagonal honeycombs. Many experimental researches [7] [8] [9] were conducted on the quasi-static and dynamic crush behaviors of honeycombs. Moreover, a number of researchers [10] [11] [12] employed numerical methods to further investigate deformation mechanisms and develop constitutive equations of honeycombs subjected to impact loadings.
However, in a real crash event, the impact loading is much more complicated than pure compression, and the loading direction is rarely uniaxial [13] . Consequently, studies on honeycombs under multi-axial or combined compression-shear loading were performed. Meanwhile, various test methods were introduced and a few testing fixtures were designed to apply multi-axial or combined loadings. A biaxial compression testing machine was developed by Papka and Kyriakides [14] , and Chung and Waas [15, 16] respectively. In the testing machine, the honeycomb specimens were compressed independently by two pairs of rigid blocks. The rigid blocks moved in two orthogonal directions and applied different biaxial crushing loads to specimens through changing the velocities of each pair of orthogonal blocks. A similar multi-axial test set-up based on an INSTRON test machine was introduced by Hong et al. [17, 18] to apply combined compression-shear loading to honeycombs. The INSTRON multi-axial test machine has two actuators and could induce normal compressive loads and shear loads by applying forces in the vertical and horizontal directions independently. Different loading angles were achieved by changing ratios of vertical to horizontal velocities. The test machine was further improved and employed by Kintscher et al. [19] to investigate failure behavior of folded sandwich cores under combined transverse shear and compression.
The test methods in literatures usually apply multi-axial loading on specimens through applying several independent loadings along different axes, which is different from the combined loading in a real crash event. An Arcan apparatus was developed by Arcan [20] to produce a uniform state of plane-stress in solid structures. Last decade, Mohr and Doyoyo [21] indicated that the standard Arcan apparatus was not suitable for testing cellular solids because the deformation tended to be localized in undesirable regions. The authors modified the standard Arcan apparatus by restricting the rotation of the grips with a clamped configuration. Also, the authors demonstrated the importance of measuring horizontal forces which exist in the tests using the modified Arcan apparatus. In the past few years, the modified Arcan apparatus was widely employed in studies of honeycombs and foams under combined compression-shear loadings by Mohr and Doyoyo [21] [22] [23] , Doyoyo and Wierzbicki [24] , and Zhou et al. [25] . Mohr and Doyoyo [26] also introduced another custom-built universal biaxial testing device (named UBTD) into combined compression-shear tests on honeycombs. The UBTD was developed based on the concept of the modified Arcan apparatus and three load cells were built in the apparatus to measure the vertical force as well as the horizontal force. Ashab et al. [27] introduced a test method with specially designed fixtures to apply combined compression-shear loads to honeycombs using an MTS machine or a high speed INSTRON machine. In order to eliminate transverse loads to the machines and protect the machines, two nominal identical specimens were placed symmetrically and crushed simultaneously in the tests. By using the test fixture, the authors studied the crushing behaviors of aluminum honeycombs under combined compression-shear loading at velocity from 5 × 10 −5 to 5 m/s.
Recently, dynamic experimental studies were also conducted on honeycombs under combined compression-shear loadings. Hong et al. [28] employed a gas gun in the dynamic combined loading tests. Hou et al. [29] proposed a new testing method to perform the dynamic combined compression-shear tests using a large diameter Nylon split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB). A series of experiments at different loading angles were conducted by employing this new set-up. The test method was also adopted by Tounsi et al. [30, 31] to study the effects of loading angles and in-plane orientations of the specimens on the dynamic behaviors of honeycombs under combined compression-shear loadings. The test method was further improved by Xu et al. [32] and employed in the investigation of rock material under dynamic com- designed oblique surface on the SHPB device and two similar and symmetrically mounted cylindrical or cubic specimens were tested simultaneously.
Other variations of the test fixtures were designed for combined compression-shear loading tests by Ashab et al. [33] , Zhou et al. [34] and Nie et al. [35] . Most devices either used one load cell to measure a force in one direction [27, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] ; or two/three load cells to measure forces in two/three directions and then calculate the compressive and shear forces [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] 22, 26] . A multi-axial load cell was employed by Hong et al. [28] to measure the normal and shear forces directly in combined compression-shear tests at a fixed loading angle of 15°. In this paper, a similar tri-axial load cell (KISTLER Type 9377C) is employed to measure the compressive and shear forces directly and simultaneously in combined compression-shear tests. Three types of aluminum honeycombs are tested at various loading angles and planes. Moreover, a special loading fixture is designed and manufactured to minimize the possible lateral force applied to the machine. The deformation pattern, crushing forces, normal and shear stresses of the honeycombs are observed and calculated. The effects of loading velocity, loading angle and loading plane are discussed. Also, an estimation of the yield envelop is made on the macroscopic level in terms of initial normal and shear stresses.
Experiments
Materials and specimens
Honeycomb specimens used in this investigation are commercial hexagonal honeycombs made by corrugated method from aluminum alloy, HEXCELL ®5052-H39 [36] . The geometry of a hexagonal honeycomb specimen and unit cell parameters are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The cell walls in the ribbon direction are adhesively bonded by two single thickness walls. As a result, the thickness of cell walls in the ribbon direction is 2t, double of that in the width direction. The expanding angle is α = 30°for a perfectly hexagonal honeycomb. Besides, l and D represent cell wall length and cell size, respectively.
Specimens with different cell size and different cell wall thickness were tested in the previous investigation [17, 18, 26, 27, [29] [30] [31] 37] . A brief summary of specimen geometries is listed in Table 1 . Note that honeycomb specimens in most literatures [17, 18, 26, 29, 31, 37] are relatively short in the out-of-plane direction compared with those in the in-plane direction, which is averse to the observation of microscopic crush mechanism. Moreover, aluminum plates were bonded with honeycombs as face-sheets to help avoid slippage between the test fixture and specimens by Mohr and Doyoyo [26] , and Hong et al. [17, 18] . However, the presence of face-sheets may restrict and affect the deformation of honeycombs somehow, and the test specimens were honeycomb sandwiches rather than honeycombs. Hence, cubic bare honeycomb specimens with the same size as those employed by Ashab et al. [27] are used in this paper. Each specimen measures L L × L W × H = 50 × 50 × 50 mm. Three different types of honeycomb specimens with the same overall dimensions but different cell size and cell wall thickness, as shown in Fig. 2 , are tested, labeled as H45, H31, H42, respectively. Specifications of the three types of honeycombs are listed in Table 2 .
Combined compression-shear loading method
As shown in Fig. 3 , the loading device has a set of loading modules, which consists of an MTS machine [38] , a loading fixture and a triaxial load cell. The MTS machine [39, 40] is the actuating device, which provides a crush load in the vertical direction. The MTS machine employed in the current tests has a load capacity of 250 kN and a maximum velocity of 0.2 m/s in compressive tests. Constant loading velocities of 5 × 10 −4 and 5 × 10 −3 m/s were achieved on the machine for all the tests conducted. A special loading fixture was designed to convert the vertical loading into compression-shear loading on the honeycomb specimens. In order to distinguish the normal and shear forces applied on the honeycomb specimens, a tri-axial load cell is employed and installed in the loading fixture. Besides, a gradienter is placed on the top of the loading fixture. During the tests, the lower cross-head of the MTS machine moves upward to crush specimens. MTS machine has a load cell and displacement sensor of the cross-head.
2.2.1. Combined compression-shear loading fixture Fig. 4 shows the details of the fixture including the tri-axial load cell. The loading fixture consists of two parts -a fixed part and a moveable one. The fixed part consists of a frame, a pair of top rotational plate holders and a pair of top rotational plates. The moveable part consists of a bottom push rod, a bottom push plate, a bottom rotational base, a pair of bottom rotational plates and a pair of bottom rotational plate In the designation '3.1-3/16-5052-.001N', 3.1 is the nominal density in pounds per cubic foot; 3/16 is the cell sizes (D) in inches; 5052 is the aluminum alloy grade; .001 is the nominal single wall thickness in inches and N indicates non-perforated cell walls. Data is from the manufacturer.
holders, etc. The top and bottom rotation plates are connected with the frame and bottom push plate, respectively. The fixed part and moveable part are assembled together through four roller bearings, and the moveable part could slide in the vertical direction. When one specimen is crushed in a test, a transverse reaction force is generated, which acts on the fixture and the MTS machine, possibly damaging the machine. To overcome this problem, two almost identical specimens were symmetrically crushed using the loading fixtures. By doing this, two opposite and equal transverse forces were cancelled. The tri-axial load cell was placed and connected with one side of the bottom rotational plate using four bolts, and a dummy cell with the same size was placed on the other side. Friction coefficient between the specimen and the plate was large enough so that no slippage occurred during the tests. The loading fixture was installed on the MTS machine by connecting to the upper and lower cross-heads of the MTS machine with a top clamp plate and a bottom push rod, respectively (Fig. 3) . During the tests, the moveable part was pushed by the lower cross-head of the MTS machine and moved upwards together with the load cell and honeycomb specimens to impact with the fixed part. In order to reduce friction between the moveable part and fixed part, lubricant was sprayed around the roller bearing and outside surface of the bottom push rod. Considering the specimens had two different in-plane directions, shear was applied in both directions (either L or W), while compressive load was applied in the T direction in all tests.
Three loading angles of 15°, 30°, 45°were obtained through changing installation sites of both top rotational plates and bottom rotational plates. Here, loading angle, θ, is defined as in Fig. 5 . It also shows the fixtures in combined compression-shear tests at three different loading angles.
Tri-axial load cell
The tri-axial load cell shown in Fig. 6 is mounted between two plates and can measure three orthogonal components of a dynamic or quasistatic force acting in an arbitrary direction. The ranges of load capacity are −75-75 kN for both F x and F y , and −150-150 kN for F z [41].
Validation of the text method
Preliminary-tests were conducted to validate the force measurements of the combined compression-shear loading device. The force components and velocity components of a specimen in a combined compression-shear test in a global coordinate system are denoted in Fig. 7 . The relations among forces and velocities are mentioned in Eqs. (1)- (4).
where F 2 and F 3 , measured by MTS, are the horizontal and vertical forces applied on the specimen respectively; F n and F s are the normal and shear force components measured by the tri-axial load cell respectively; V 2 and V 3 are the horizontal and vertical velocities respectively; V n and V s are the normal and shear velocity components respectively. Because the horizontal velocity V 2 remained zero during the tests, the normal and shear velocity components could be calculated easily from the decomposition of vertical velocity V 3 using Eq. (4). However, the direction of combined force was not always being consistent with the motion direction of the specimen due to the horizontal force F 2 introduced in the loading device. Hence, the normal and shear forces applied on the specimen cannot be calculated directly from the previous test set-ups with only the vertical force component F 3 measured [27, [29] [30] [31] 33, 37] . In the current tests, with normal and shear forces directly measured by the tri-axial load cell, the vertical force can be calculated using Eq. (3). By comparing the calculated vertical force with that measured directly by the load cell embedded in the MTS machine, the validation of force measurement by the tri-axial load cell could be examined.
Firstly, two solid mild steel blocks were tested at a loading angle of θ = 45°. Secondly, two H31 honeycomb specimens were tested under the same condition in TW plane. Results are illustrated in Fig. 8 , the black solid lines in both graphs represent the vertical forces recorded by the MTS machine. The blue and red dotted lines represent the normal and shear forces measured by the tri-axial load cell, i.e. F n and F s respectively. The green solid lines represent the calculated vertical forces using Eq. (3), i.e. F 3 . As shown in Fig. 9 , vertical forces calculated by using normal and shear forces measured by the tri-axial load cell agree very well with those directly measured by the MTS machine in both tests, which indicates that the tri-axial load cell is setup properly and data obtained by using the specifically designed compression-shear loading set-up are credible.
Experimental results
Deformation patterns
The crush processes of the honeycomb specimens under quasi-static combined compression-shear loading were captured and recorded by a digital reflex camera (CANON EOS 6D, frame rate of 1920 × 1080 p at 25 fps) [42] . As two almost identical honeycomb specimens were mounted symmetrically in the loading fixture and crushed simultaneously in each test, almost completely consistent deformation pattern was observed for the two specimens in most tests. Two deformation patterns, Modes I and II, were identified and shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Deformation patterns of the honeycomb for every single test are summarized in Tables 3-5. A series of representative deformation images at different crush displacements for Mode I are illustrated in Fig. 9 , the test was conducted on honeycomb H45 in TW plane at θ = 30°loading angle under a loading velocity of 5 × 10 −4 m/s. As shown in the figure, Mode I is observed as the honeycomb specimen crushed layer by layer from the top face, which is a similar deformation observed in a pure compression tests [7, 43] . The only difference is that the collapse and fold of the honeycomb cell walls is asymmetric due to the existence of shear displacement.
In addition to the non-inclined deformation pattern, Mode I, another inclined deformation pattern (Mode II, as illustrated in Fig. 10 ) was observed in other specimens. A series of representative deformation images at different crush displacements for Mode II are illustrated in Fig. 10 , for the left honeycomb H31 specimen loaded in TW plane at angle of θ = 45°and a velocity of 5 × 10 −3 m/s. Collapse initiated from both the top-left and diagonally opposite bottom-right corners of the honeycomb specimen simultaneously. At the beginning, the cell axes were perpendicular to the bottom rotation plate direction of the specimen. As crushing proceeded, the cell axes rotated clockwise due to the appearance of shear force, resulting in an increasing inclination angle, β, shown in Fig. 13 . Most of the specimens deformed in Mode II, though three different types of honeycombs were tested in two different planes (TL and TW), and at three loading angles (15°, 30°and 45°). No evident difference in the macroscopic behavior or microscopic collapse mechanism was observed for different types of honeycombs. Photographs of different types of honeycomb specimens crushed in different loading conditions are shown in Fig. 11 . Both the deformation patterns have been observed and reported in literatures. Mode I was the only deformation pattern observed by Hong et al. [17, 18, 28] , Mohr and Doyoyo [26, 44] . It was reported as a secondary deformation pattern observed in a minority of tests conducted by Hou et al. [29, 37] and Tounsi et al. [30, 31] . Mode II was the dominated pattern observed by Hou et al. [29, 37] and Tounsi et al. [30, 31] , and the only deformation pattern reported by Ashab et al. [27] . The combined effects of the loading angle as well as the in-plane orientation angle on the deformation patterns were analyzed and discussed by Tounsi et al. [31] .
Generally, the two honeycomb specimens deformed symmetrically and simultaneously as the same deformation pattern, either Mode I or Mode II in each test. However, one unique case (TEST No. H45-35) was present, where one specimen deformed in Mode I and the other deformed in Mode II in a single test. For this test, Fig. 12 shows in detail the difference in cell walls buckling and collapse for these two deformation patterns. It indicated the possibility that Modes I and II could exist in two apparently identical specimens under the same loading conditions. Of course, another possible explanation is that the two specimens might not have been identical (e.g. one specimen had an imperfection). Hence, in-depth investigation of the deformation mechanism is required in the future. Fig. 7 . Sketch of the force components and velocity components in a combined compression-shear test. Displacement indicated is the vertical cross-head movement.
Cell axes rotation of honeycomb
The inclined deformation pattern, Mode II, was identified as the dominated mode observed in most honeycomb specimens under combined compression-shear loading. Besides, force-displacement curves of the honeycomb specimens deformed in Mode II were observed to be different from those of Mode I. In view of the fact that rotation of cell walls was the major difference between the two deformation modes, the rotation of cell axes is discussed in this section.
As shown in Fig. 13 , assuming infinite friction between the honeycomb specimen and loading fixture (i.e., no relative movement between them) as well as uniform compression and shear deformation, relationship between the rotation angle of cell axes and normal and shear displacements can be expressed as shown in Eqs. (5)- (7).
where β is the rotation angle of the cell axes; d, u n and u s are the vertical displacement of the loading fixture (i.e., cross-head), the normal displacement and shear displacement, respectively; ε = u n /H is the normal strain of the honeycomb specimen. It can be seen from Eq. (7) that the rotation angle is only determined by the initial loading angle and normal strain of the specimen. The rotation angle histories of cell axes were measured from videos captured in the combined compression-shear tests. dicates that the estimation (Eq. (7)) is reasonable and credible. It is found in Fig. 14 that rotation angle of cell axes increases nonlinearly and loading angle (θ) has a significant influence on rotation angle history. Basically, a larger rotation angle (β) is observed for a larger loading angle at the same normal strain. For a relatively large loading angle case studied (θ = 45°), the rotation angle (β) increases almost linearly with normal strain. For a relatively small loading angle case (θ = 15°), the rotation angle (β) increases slowly when normal strain is small (the first half of the curve) and then sharply when normal strain is large (the second half of the curve). The final rotation angles are very close in the end and approach to β = 90°ideally. Displacement indicated is the vertical cross-head movement. 
Force-displacement curves
All the specimens were fully compressed up to densification. Typical normal and shear force-displacement curves of honeycomb H31 at different loading angles, loading velocities and loading planes are shown in Figs. 15-17. Displacement indicates the vertical displacement of the loading fixture (i.e., cross-head) in the figures. It should be noted that all the specimens in these tests deformed in Mode II except Fig. 15(b) . The similarity and difference of data obtained for the two deformation patterns will be discussed in detail later. The normal and shear forcedisplacement curves of honeycombs H42 and H45 are similar to those of H31, but with different magnitudes of forces and displacements.
As shown in Figs. 15-17 , the force-displacement curves for honeycombs under quasi-static compression-shear loading demonstrate three regimes: (a) a linear regime, where both normal and shear forces increase linearly with the increase of crush displacement up to peak forces; (b) a plateau regime, where the normal force either remains constant at a small loading angle or decreases with the increase of displacement at a large loading angle. The shear force changes nonlinearly in a much more complex way. It remains almost constant for Mode I, Fig. 11 . Photographs of three types of honeycomb specimens after tests at three loading angles in different planes. while it decreases significantly with the increase of displacement and its sign changes from positive to negative for Mode II. The appearance of negative shear force will be further discussed later; (c) a densification regime, where the force increases rapidly due to densification of the honeycomb. Among the three regimes, energy absorption capacity of the honeycomb mainly relies on the plateau regime, which is dominated by elastic bucking, plastic buckling and plastic collapse of cell walls of the honeycombs [45] [46] [47] .
As shown in Eq. (5), the vertical crush displacement can be calculated from d = u n / cos θ. As the normal densification displacements (i.e. where the load increased significantly) were almost the same for all the tests, a larger loading angle signifies a larger vertical densification displacement, as shown in Figs. 15-17. As mentioned in Section 3.1, two different deformation patterns were identified in the experiments. Both the two deformation patterns were observed for honeycomb H45 at loading velocity of 5 × 10 −4 m/s and loading angle of θ = 30°in TW plane (TEST No. H45-35). Considering that both Modes I and II may occur, for this test case, tests on this type of specimens at this loading condition were repeated until both the left and right specimens failed in the same modes. The normal and shear force-displacement curves corresponding to the two deformation patterns are plotted in Fig. 18 and the effect of deformation pattern on normal and shear force-displacement curves are discussed as follows. As shown in Fig. 10 , Mode II was a deformation pattern with rotation of honeycomb cell walls during the combined compression-shear loading test. With crush proceeding, the initially perpendicular cell walls leaned over and became easier and easier to be compressed prior to densification, which led to a lower force compared with Mode I. It can be seen from Fig. 18(a) that normal forces are similar in the beginning but different after the initial collapse. For Mode I, plastic collapse and the fold formation on the top face of the honeycomb specimen occurred without incline of the cell axes, the plateau force of which kept almost constant. For Mode II, evident soften behavior was observed due to the global incline of honeycomb cell walls. As shown in Fig. 18(b) , the shear force-displacement curves are strikingly different for the two deformation patterns after the initial peak. For Mode I, the shear force shows plateau after the initial peak and the general shape of the curve is similar to those reported by Hong et al. [18, 28] and Mohr et al. [26] . Fig. 19(a) shows the scheme of deformation pattern for Mode I. The combined compression-shear loading acting on the honeycomb specimen is provided by the bottom support plate. The shear force F S1 as shown in Fig. 19(a) is the reaction shear force acting on the bottom support plate, which has an adverse direction with the shear velocity V S and is defined as positive. For Mode II, the shear force-displacement curve is significantly different. Specifically, no evident plateau regime is observed and the sign of shear force changes from positive to negative during the process. Firstly, similar to Mode I, a shear force F S1 as shown in Fig. 19(b1) , which has opposite direction to the shear velocity, acts on the bottom support plate and is caused due to the shear displacement. Secondly, it presents a potential trend to rotate globally for an inclined cell honeycomb structure subjected to compression [48] . The potential rotating trend of the inclined honeycomb is plotted in Fig. 19(b2) with dotted red line. Considering infinite friction, the support plates provide forces on the honeycomb to prevent it from rotating. Hence, a reaction shear force F S2 acts on the bottom support plate, whose direction is negative. Also, the potential rotating trend direction of the honeycomb changes with the progress of crush. Note shear force acting on the bottom support plate is a combination of F S1 and F S2 , which results in a much complicated shear force. The in-depth investigation on deformation mechanism is required in the future to quantitatively interpret this phenomenon.
Discussions
Stress-strain curves
Even through the mechanical behavior of honeycombs deformed in Mode I under combined compression-shear loadings has been extensively studied in literatures [17, 18, [21] [22] [23] [24] 26, 28] the normal force and shear force of honeycomb deforming in Mode II were measured directly for the first time in the present studies. Moreover, deformation pattern for most of the honeycomb specimens were observed to be Mode II in this investigation, discussions presented here basically focus on results obtained from testes of honeycomb specimens deformed in Mode II.
The representative normal and shear stress-strain curves are illustrated in Fig. 20 . The normal and shear stresses and strains presented here are all nominal, calculated by σ = F n /A, τ = F s /A,ε = u n /H and γ = u s /L L or γ = u s /L W , where σ and τ are normal and shear stresses, respectively; ε and γ are normal and shear strains, respectively; A = L L × L W represents the load carrying area. As the stress-strain curves are calculated from the force-displacement curves, they have a similar shape to the force-displacement curves. Only representative normal and shear stress-strain curves of honeycomb H31 at loading angle θ = 45°in different loading planes and different loading velocities are plotted here. The stress-strain curves of the remaining specimens including H42 and H45 display a similar behavior but with different magnitudes of stress and strain. Fig. 21 shows sketch of the normal stress versus shear stress curves of the honeycombs shown in Fig. 20(a) . Three arrows indicate the complex loading paths. Corresponding to the three regimes identified from the stress-strain curves (see Fig. 20 ), three different stress paths were observed in the stress paths in terms of normal and shear stresses: i) linear regime; ii) plateau regime; iii) densification regime.
The effect of loading velocity, loading angle and loading plane on both normal and shear stress-strain curves are discussed here. Firstly, it can be seen from Fig. 20 that both normal and shear stress-strain curves are not sensitive to loading velocity in the range studied. Fig. 22 shows the comparison of normal and shear stress-strain curves (honeycomb H31 in the TL plane) at different loading angles at a loading velocity of 5 × 10 −4 m/s. As shown in Fig. 22 , for θ = 15°, the normal stress is nearly constant. It decreases slightly in the plateau regime with strain, for θ = 30°. For an even larger loading angle θ = 45°, the normal stress in the plateau regime decreases significantly with strain. As stated in Section 3.2, for a honeycomb specimen deformed in Mode II, the rotation angle of the cell axes increased as crushing proceeded. With the rotation of the cell axes, the initially vertical cell walls leaned over and became easy to be compressed. A larger rotation angle corresponds to a lower normal stress, so the normal stress decreases with increase of the rotation angle. Besides, as shown in Fig. 15 , a larger rotation angle is identified for a larger loading angle with increasing strain prior to densification regime, and so more significant decrease of the normal stress is observed for a larger loading angle. It is also noted that densification appears slightly earlier for a larger loading angle.
Compared with the normal stress-strain curves, shear stress-strain curves are different. One typical difference is that shear strain varies greatly with the loading angle. As shown in Fig. 13 , normal strain ε = u n /H and ultimate normal strain is close to ε u = H/H = 1 when the honeycomb specimen was completely crushed in all the tests, regardless of the loading angle θ. The shear strain can be calculated
Considering the cubic honeycomb specimens tested in the experiments, where H = L L = L W , the shear strain can be simplified into γ = ε tan θ. It can be seen from Fig. 23 that the loading angle has a significant effect on the shear strain and ultimate shear strain is close to γ u = tan θ when the honeycomb specimen was completely crushed. For a larger loading angle, a larger shear strain was observed due to the larger displacement in the shear direction. Moreover, for all the Mode II cases, the shear stresses are positive at first, then become negative, and finally increase to positive shear stress again. The shear stresses are also observed to be slightly different in magnitude, probably due to the difference in the deformation of cell walls. Similar behavior was also found for another loading plane TW, and other honeycombs H42 and H45.
Moreover, as shown in Figs. 20-21, both the normal and shear stress-strain curves show the same trend for both the loading planes. One noteworthy observation is that the plateau stress is slightly higher in the TW plane than in the TL plane. A similar observation is made for all the three types of honeycomb specimens at different loading angles and different loading velocities. This observation was also reported by Ashab et al. [27] . Besides, although the trend of stress-strain curves is similar, noticeable difference in the peak stresses and sign of shear stress are observed.
Plateau stresses
In this section, quasi-static crushing responses in terms of plateau stresses are presented and discussed. The plateau stress is defined as average plateau force divided by the initial load carrying area of the honeycomb specimens [17, 26] . Note that no evident plateau regime was identified for the shear stress-strain curves and the sign of shear stress changes during the crush process for honeycomb specimens deformed in Mode II, therefore average plateau shear stress is not significant and is not discussed here. Hence, only the normal plateau stresses are calculated and listed in Tables 3-5 .
Generally, the largest stresses were found in honeycomb H45 and the smallest ones were found in honeycomb H31 under the same loading condition. This is because honeycomb H45 and H31 have the highest and lowest nominal densities as shown in Table 2 , respectively. Also, it can be seen that the difference between the two loading velocities is negligible for both the loading velocities studied here. For all the honeycomb specimens, the normal plateau stress is slightly higher in the TW plane than in TL plane, at any loading angle.
As stated in Sections 3.3 and 4.1, the normal stress is nearly constant for specimens which deforming in Mode I, while it decreases with the 
Initial yield envelop estimation
In this section, macroscopic yield envelop of different types of honeycombs are developed. A few yield envelops have been reported in literatures including initial yield envelops and crushing envelops [17, 18, 26, 28, 37] . Mohr and Doyoyo [26] suggested an elliptic envelop for the initial yield stress as well as a linear envelop for the average normal and shear stresses. Hong et al. [17, 18, 28] proposed phenomenological yield envelops for honeycombs with different in-plane orientation angles based on the experimental normal crush and shear strengths under quasi-static and dynamic combined loadings. The authors suggested quadratic curve was suitable for both quasi-static and dynamic combined loadings. An elliptic crushing envelop was also obtained by Hou et al. [37] in normal strength vs. shear strength plane using numerical method.
As stated in Section 4.2, average plateau shear stress is not suitable because no observable plateau regime was identified in the shear stress-shear curves. Also the sign of shear stress changed during the crush process in Mode II. As deformation pattern has much less influence on the initial yield stresses as stated in Section 3.3, only the initial yield envelop is constructed in this paper. Figs. 25-27 show the data points of the initial yield stresses obtained from the experiments. The initial yield stresses under uniaxial compression were from the previous studies by Xu et al. [7] and Ashab et al. [49, 50] on the same honeycombs. Theoretically, the initial yield stress for a honeycomb under uniaxial compression or under shear was derived by Zhang and Ashby [3] , as represented in Eqs. (9)- (11) .
where σ 0 , τ 0 L and τ 0 W are the yield stress under uniaxial compression, the shear stresses in L and W directions, respectively; E and v are the elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio of the cell wall material, respectively; ρ is the relative density of the honeycomb; K and C are end constraint factors, which can be determined by considering the vertices of the hexagons. Assuming each wall was simply supported, Zhang and Ashby [3] suggested K = 3.29 and C = 4.90, while Roark and Young [51] suggested K = 5.73 and C = 8.44 for the fully clamped edge conditions.
In reality, the constraint conditions are more complicated, neither simply supported nor fully clamped. Lee et al., [52] found that the experimental yield stress was lower than the theoretical results because of the debonding of cell/cell interfaces. In contrast, the ratio of the two end constraint factors λ = K/C are almost the same for different constraint conditions. Specifically, λ = 0.6714 for the simply supported edge conditions and λ = 0.6789 for the clamped edge conditions. The ratios of shear stresses to compressive stress can be obtained by substituting λ = K/C and α = 30°into Eqs. (9)- (11) . The results are shown in Eqs. (12) and (13) .
where ϕ (L/T) and ϕ (W/T) are the ratios of shear yield stress in the L direction to compressive yield stress and shear yield stress in W direction to compressive yield stress, respectively. Taking a mean value of λ = K/C = 0.6752 and substituting it into Eqs. (12) and (13), we have ϕ (L/T) ≈ 0.444 and ϕ (W/T) ≈ 0.257. Moreover, the ratio of shear yield stress in the T direction to that in the W direction is shown in Eq. (14) .
The shear yield stresses can be calculated by Eqs. (12) and (13) and are added in Figs. [25] [26] [27] . As shown in Figs. 25-27, an elliptical shape is identified for all the three types of honeycombs in both the directions as shown in Eq. (15) .
As shown in the figures, the normal yield stress decreases with shear yield stress. For TW plane, the reduction of the normal yield stress is more than that for TL plane. The yield stresses under uniaxial compression as well as shear yield stresses under pure shear for all three types of honeycombs are estimated from observation of yield envelops. The estimated results were compared with the theoretical results in Table 6 . Note that more experiments should be conducted especially at larger loading angles in future to better understand the yield envelops.
Conclusions
An experimental investigation was conducted on aluminum hexagonal honeycombs subjected to quasi-static combined compressionshear loadings. A novel combined compression-shear loading device was employed which used a tri-axial load cell to directly measure the normal force and shear force simultaneously. Three different types of aluminum honeycombs with different cell configurations were tested at two loading velocities of 5 × 10 −4 and 5 × 10 −3 m/s, which three loading angles of 15°, 30°, 45°and two loading planes. Some main conclusions are drawn as follows:
1) Two deformation patterns were identified from experimental observation, a non-inclined deformation pattern -Mode I and an inclined deformation pattern -Mode II. Mode II deformation pattern was found in most of the honeycomb specimens tested. The cell axes rotation angles of the honeycombs which deformed in Mode II were measured and were found to increase with an increase of loading angle.
2) The normal and shear forces for a honeycomb specimen deformed in Mode II were measured directly for the first time. The forcedisplacement curves were found to be significantly affected by the deformation pattern. 3) For Mode I, both the normal and shear forces displayed a similar trend to that in a pure compression test. Normal forces decreased as the crushing progressed and a more discernible decrease was observed at a larger loading angle. However, for Mode II, the sign of shear force changed with deformation from being positive to negative and then to positive for the specimens deformed in Mode II. Normal forces decreased with deformation and decreased more significantly at larger loading angle. 4) The stress-strain curves showed that the normal plateau stress decrease significantly with the increase of loading angle. An empirical model was established to reveal the relationship between normal plateau stress and loading angle. Moreover, an elliptic envelop was proposed to describe the relationship between normal peak stress and peak shear stress for both TL and TW planes on the macroscopic level.
Nomenclature α expanding angle of the honeycomb t, l, D cell wall thickness, cell wall length and cell size L L , L W , H lengths of the specimen in three directions θ loading angle F x , F y , F z loading capacity of the tri-axial load cell in three directions F 2 , F 3 horizontal and vertical forces applied on the specimen F n , F s normal and shear force components measured by the tri-axial load cell V 2 , V 3 horizontal and vertical velocities V n , V s normal and shear velocity components β inclination angle of the cell axes d, u n , u s vertical, normal and shear displacements ε, γ normal and shear strains of the specimen σ, τ normal and shear stresses of the specimen F S1 , F S2 reaction shear forces acting on the bottom support plate A loading carrying area ε u , γ u ultimate normal and shear strains σ 
